Ensemble Video

About Ensemble

The Ensemble Video Platform works in concert with users and systems across your organization to enable video sharing and video content management of an ever-increasing flow of video content. Ensemble Video helps to streamline lecture capture, manage video content and publish videos to Blackboard, Cascade, web pages, and more. Learn more at www.EnsembleVideo.com.

Account Information

Syracuse University users with an Ensemble account can log in by visiting ensemble.syr.edu and using their NetID and password.

**Note that accounts are not provided automatically.** If you require an account, please please contact your academic or administrative support personnel. Additional account or general questions can be sent to vid@ot.syr.edu.

How to Use Ensemble

Need to learn how to use Ensemble? Ensemble has provided a full list of tutorials including how-to videos found on the Ensemble User Guides home page.

Features

For full features of Ensemble Video, please visit the Ensemble full features page.
For full features of Ensemble Video, please visit the Ensemble full features page.

**Key Features**

- **Lecture Capture**
  Ensemble Studio, our lecture capture system, provides automated lecture recording.

- **Desktop Capture**
  Create screen, webcam and audio recordings wherever and whenever you want.

- **Chrome Recorder Extension**
  Create screen and webcam recordings on Chromebooks and PCs with the Chrome Browser!

- **Video to Many Devices**
  Publish your media to many devices, across many networks and publishing platforms.

- **LMS & CMS**
  Seamlessly upload media or insert videos and video playlists into your LMS or CMS.

- **Mobile Apps**
  Use our mobile apps to record, live stream, manage and share content from your device.

- **YouTube™ Integration**
  Ensemble users can import videos from YouTube™ and publish videos to YouTube™.

- **Reporting**
  Viewer reports provide the information you need to successfully manage your content.

- **Security**
  Restrict access to content by users or groups using our diverse secure publishing options.

- **Video Quizzes**
  Educators and trainers use our video quiz tool for testing comprehension and reinforcing key concepts.

- **Video Dropbox**
  Easily harvest video and audio content from users without an Ensemble Video account.

- **Accessibility**
  Ensemble Video enables you to make video accessible to all your viewers.

**Ensemble Chrome Recorder Extension (Screen Capture Extension)**

In Google Chrome, Ensemble has an extension that you can add that allows you to record your screen and either upload the final video to Ensemble or download it directly to your device. Below is a tutorial on how to get set up.

For full features of Ensemble Video, please visit the Ensemble full features page.